
Scientists believe that the earth 
was formed abou t 4.4 bi l l ion years 

ago.  Land forms are natural 
features of the earth’s surface.  They 
happen over mi l l ions of years.  Wind, 
water, ice, and living things destroy 
or hel p create the changing surface 
of the earth.  High land forms incl ude 
mountains, pla teaus, and mesas.  They 
can be created by or in water like

Which of the fol lowing is not 
considered a high land form?Cake Mix
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1 TBSP

1 TSP

½ CUP

1 CUP
Mesa

Del ta

Mountain

The ingredient ti tle incl udes a drink 
bu t i t’s not a liquid and is not pink.

Next Clue:

Plateau
other land forms 

incl uding del tas and 
islands.



Mountains
Mountains are the highest land forms 
on earth.  They usual l y have a cone 

shape and peak on top.  Mountains can 
be formed by the earth’s crust 

squeezing together.  Sediment below the 
surface can creep upward to create 

mountain ranges.  Volcanoes al so hel ped 
develop many mountains.  Mol ten lava

Mountains can be formed by the 
earth’s ____ squeezing together.Baking soda
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1 TBSP

1 TSP

1 CUP
Ou ter core

Inner core

Mantle

Crust

Next Clue:
Baking Soda

The next ingredient rhymes wi th power. 
I t’s whi te and fl u ffy bu t is not sour.

½ CUP

flows ou t o f the 
volcano and hardens 

on the earth’s 
surface.  Lava layers 
hel p form mountains 

over extended 
periods of time.



Plates and magma shi ft creating 
pressure.  Magma and gases bui ld 

up.  Eventual l y, they explode through 
holes and vents in the crust.  Magma 
turns into lava once i t reaches the 

air.  Over mi l l ions of years, lava that 
has cooled and hardened forms 

mountains.  Most volcanic mountains 
are found where two pla tes meet.  

Where is the largest volcano on 
earth?Spice
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1 TBSP

1 TSP

1 CUP
Alaska

Colorado

Oregon

Hawaii

Next Clue:
One more ingredient that’s in a shaker is 
the opposi te of pepper, used by a baker.

Spice

½ CUP

The largest volcano on 
earth is Mauna Loa on 
the Hawaii Big Island. 



Islands
Islands are plots of land that are entirely 

surrounded by water.  Mol ten rock (magma) 
beneath the earth’s crust churns.  This 
causes the tectonic plates to shi ft and 

sometimes col lide.  This can lead to volcanic 
eruptions, which can ul timately create an 
island.  Islands can also form by breaking 

off from a larger piece of land.  The bui ld-up

What is a large group of islands 
cal led?Brown sugar
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1 TBSP

1 TSP

1 CUP
Crater

Archi pelago

Atol l

Plateau

Next Clue:
The next ingredient rhymes wi th li ps, 

they’re used in cookies and sometimes di ps.

Brown Sugar

½ CUP

of dirt and fragments 
from ocean currents 
can also create an 

island.  A large group of 
islands is cal led an 

archi pelago.  A famous 
island that is actual l y a
continent is Australia.
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Baking Soda

Icing

Chocolate

Oi l

Brown Sugar

Sprinkles

Sal t

Spice

Cake Mix

Sugar

Flour

Vani l la

Marshmal lows

1 TSP 1 TSP

1 TBSP

Chi ps

Eggs

1 CUP

½ CUP

Name:


